**MOSTLY CLUELESS**

*A Mini-Puzzlehunt by Dan Katz*

**The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy has this to say about the Evil Midnight Bombers What Bomb At Midnight**

In the Earth year 2044 AD, when The Evil Midnight Bombers What Bomb At Midnight won their 20th consecutive MIT Mystery Hunt, other planets began to take notice. The few people who knew about Earth regarded Earthlings as primitive elements of a complex computer program, and there was no expectation that any of them would exhibit any sort of extraordinary intelligence. These upstarts' ability to outsolve all other teams, even the ones who were secretly from Jupiter, made Earth culture something of a galactic fad.

Never the last to embrace a craze, The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy quickly expanded the Earth chapter of its MIT Mystery Hunt entry, which had previously consisted of the two words "Mostly Clueless," to give a general background on the planet in the context of the Hunt. Millions of beings flocked to the Guide, hoping it would yield the strategies and preparations that brought the Bombers their success. They soon discovered that Guide field reporters have a sadistic sense of humor, as rather than merely writing articles about puzzle-solving, they had written actual puzzles.

Each of the guide entries excerpted below, when solved, will yield a six-letter answer. (All answers can be found in Merriam-Webster's 11th Collegiate Dictionary, the official Earth dictionary of the Hitchhiker's Guide.) When solving, you'll want access to the Internet, as many puzzles are intended to be solved with references. If you want to confirm answers, request clarifications, or solicit hints, the Guide editorial board can be reached at thedan@brown.edu.

If you can solve all the puzzles, your final answer will answer the question: What is the Midnight Bombers' secret to winning Mystery Hunts?

The Guide's editors are indebted to Ken Stern, Tyler Hinman, Mark Gottlieb, and Mike Selinker for their test-solving assistance, and to Wei-Hwa Huang for construction assistance on one of the puzzles.
**The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy has this to say about multitasking**

One of the first aliens to infiltrate Earth, Wil-Yom-Gaits, created a popular computing interface that allowed Earthlings to utilize two different data sources at the same time. While in some cases this improves productivity, more often it overwhelms the user, as combining the data inevitably leaves one of the sources mixed up. A similar phenomenon became prevalent once someone figured out they could drive cars and use cell phones at the same time. Or at least they thought they could; the laws of physics begged to differ.
The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy has this to say about learning to read

It can be hard... very hard. When interest in Earth peaked, many beings wanted to learn English so that they could follow stories about the Hunt. One race, the Graphtonians, imported a series of Earth alphabet books which were so unnecessarily violent that they were convinced Earth was a warlike place which needed to be destroyed. Accordingly, they created a gigantic explosive device intended to destroy Earth and bring peace to the universe. No more was heard from the Graphtonians, as their planet blew up soon after.
**The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy has this to say about MUSICIANSHIP**

Earth's rock bands tend to take a different approach to music than the legendary Disaster Area, primarily because for some reason Earthlings don't like having their ears bleed. A genre called punk is popular, where Earthlings pound away at drums and guitars with reckless abandon; but more critical respect falls to so-called alternative bands, creative songsmiths who are almost mathematical in their approach to music. Many Earthlings pledge ultimate allegiance to such bands, spending all of their time listening to music at the expense of things like finding employment or having sex.

The puzzle corresponding to this entry can be found either on the CD that was handed to you if you are solving this in person, or at the following web address:

http://math.brown.edu/~thedan/puzzles/musicianship

**The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy has this to say about NAVIGATION**

Earthlings have never been particularly adept at space travel... reaching Earth's moon took enough effort that reaching other planets was almost unheard of. This didn't stop them from trying, and as a result, when Version 4.0 of the Infinite Improbability Drive was released, it included special instructions for any Earthling that might try to use it: "Do not attempt to understand the method in which you are traveling, or your head will almost certainly explode. The best course of action is to observe your environment before and after activation, and compare to figure out where the hell you've gone."

The puzzle corresponding to this entry is the galaxy map on the next page.
The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy has this to say about Japanese Puzzle Crazes

The 2006 Mystery Hunt, the Midnight Bombers’ first victory, came as America was gripped by a puzzle fad emanating from the nation of Japan; a puzzle which, as many puzzle snobs would point out, was actually born in the United States. But little did the Earthlings know that similar puzzles were created millennia earlier in the outer reaches of the Crab Nebula, replacing numbers with crude icons associated with worship of the sun and the moon. Critics went on to claim the puzzles had existed for centuries more in the Andromeda galaxy; this was a complete lie, but the moral is that puzzle solvers will always find something to complain about.

12. Bassist who performed with Cop Shoot Cop and Firewater
14. Vocalist who originally sang the song Ted Leo uses as a bridge in his cover of "Since U Been Gone"
15. 1976 miniseries in which an actor played a character with the same name as his character in Kenneth Branagh’s Hamlet
16. Symbol found on the left side of a piece of music for flute or trumpet, but not for trombone or bass guitar
17. Hitchcock film partially filmed in 3D
18. Bill Cosby’s first regular TV series
19. Canadian TV series syndicated in the US as "Forensic Files"
20. Heaven’s Gate actor who earned an Oscar nomination for Cold Mountain
21. Publication that featured a photo shoot of Brangelina called "Domestic Bliss"
22. Action star who picked apples with Conan O’Brien
23. He fought Mother Brain and King Hippo
24. 1980s television show featuring the answer to Clue #22
25. Type of match Chris Sabin won on The Best Damn Sports Show Period
26. Holder of the Guinness world record for longest sustained saxophone note
27. Program where a one-way AirTran Airways flight earns you one credit
28. 2004 film in which a cat is named Asimov
29. Award received by James Thurber, Harry S Truman, and Bil Keane
30. Starwood-owned chain that opened an establishment in Seoul in 2004
**The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy has this to say about proofreading**

When publishing Earth puzzles, as when editing publications as popular as the Hitchhiker’s Guide, it is important to double-check one’s work. Other publications may make slight errors here and there, but in the Guide, distinction kazoo waffle feathery upside down cake.

Everybody Worcestershire sauce inability thirty-two paragrapher has been beep replacement by-and-by theater diction entrust immediateness after all itaconic acid, excelsior fora thirsty Worcestershire sauce that away havelock beep replacement by-and-by theater entrust befool thematic instead of. Place aux dames thou thirty Worcestershire sauce inability theater spa beloved AND alternate angle readable oncoming AND three-bagger.
The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy has this to say about Wikipedia

Other than Google, one of the most useful online references for Earthling puzzle-solving was a public-domain site called Wikipedia. At first, Wikipedia was beloved for its trove of information on very arcane subjects; but in time, users realized it was virtually impossible to wander through the maze of assorted links without finding data that was false, frivolous, or contradictory. The site was eventually banned by the United States government in the Duckgate scandal, named after an article about a puzzle type so obscure that wasting bandwidth on it was considered a federal crime.

1. Write down the word GODIVA; this is now your word. Follow the instructions below, starting with Step 2 and proceeding in the order indicated. Every time you modify your word, the result should be six characters long; once your word becomes a common noncapitalized English word, stop following instructions; this word is your answer. (Note: if a step refers to your word “containing” another word or sequence of letters, it means that word or letters appears from left to right as a consecutive string of letters within your word.)

2. Reading your word from right to left, you'll find the Roman numeral of an MIT major associated with two abbreviations; one consisting of two vowels and one of two consonants. Replace this backwards numeral with the two consonants reading from left to right. If your word now contains the abbreviation of one of the fifty United States, go to Step 21. Otherwise, go to Step 13.

3. Replace the two-letter abbreviation for a group of fifty states that includes Rome, New York with the two-letter abbreviation for a group of twenty-five states that includes Rome, Italy. If your word has ever contained the letter K, go to Step 2. If your word will ever contain the letter K, go to Step 11. Otherwise, change the first letter in your word to a K and go to Step 20.

4. Your word contains an adjective in Spanish. If it is feminine, change it to be masculine, add four to the last digit in your word, and go to Step 17; if it is masculine, make it feminine, add six to the last digit in your word, and go to Step 8.

5. Some of the letters in your word are musical notes; replace each of these with a note one step higher. If your word contains the acronym of a popular reference book, go to Step 15. Otherwise, go to Step 10.

6. Replace the MPAA rating in your word with the only other rating of the same length. If The Mighty Ducks received one of these two ratings, go to Step 11. Otherwise, go to Step 9.

7. Replace the third letter of your word with the Nth letter of the alphabet, where N is the fifth step you followed. If N is a perfect number, go to Step 15. Otherwise, go to Step 4.

8. Your word now contains something to eat and something to drink. Reverse one of these things so that the resulting word contains an insult used in England. If you reversed the food, reverse the insult as well and go to Step 16. If you reversed the beverage, leave the insult as is and go to Step 14.

9. If N is the smallest digit in your word, replace N with the Nth letter in your word. If your word contains the name of a piece of fishing equipment, reverse the order of the letters in this name and go to Step 21. If your word contains the name of a piece of navigational equipment, reverse the order of the letters in this name and go to Step 18. If neither is true, go to Step 13.

10. Replace the third-person singular form of a verb with the first-person singular form of that verb. Your word now contains the abbreviation for a day of the week. If your word also contains something you'd wear on your foot, replace the day abbreviation with the abbreviation of the day that comes before it and go to Step 20. If your word contains something you'd wear on your head, replace the day abbreviation with the abbreviation of the day that comes after it and go to Step 14.
11. A verb contained in your word is something you might do to a piece of fruit. If you were to do the same thing to a cat, you would use a different verb (and you would probably be arrested.) Replace the fruit verb with the cat verb. If the new verb comes later alphabetically than the old verb, go to Step 21; otherwise, go to Step 9.

12. Go back to the step you followed four steps before this one, changing your word back to what it was before you began that step. Proceed as normal starting from that step, but in all future instructions add one to every step number you come across.

13. Replace the initials of the team that won the 2004 Mystery Hunt with the number of minutes after noon the 2006 Mystery Hunt is scheduled to start. If more than one Hunt has had a theme based on a board game, go to Step 22. Otherwise, go to Step 5.

14. If your word contains a word meaning tantrum, switch the outer two letters of the inner word. If your word contains a word meaning quickly, switch the center two letters of the inner word. If Jupiter is considered one of the inner planets, go to Step 7; otherwise, go to Step 5.

15. If you were to add a number two between the fourth and fifth letters of your word, your word would contain the chemical symbol for a common compound. Replace this compound with its common four-letter name. If your word now contains a golf term, go to Step 3. If it contains a bowling term, go to Step 13. If neither is true, go to Step 21.

16. Your word contains a three-letter word which is sometimes connected to another three letter word by the words "of a." Replace one word with the other. If these words rhyme, go to Step 10; if they are anagrams, go to Step 12.

17. One letter in your word is followed by a number; viewing this letter and number as a square on a Battleship board, replace them with the letter and number representing the square which is symmetrically opposite that square over the center of the board. If Battleships puzzles premiered in Games Magazine before 1993, go to Step 3. Otherwise, go to Step 8.

18. Replace the name of a movie studio with the (specific) name of that studio's mascot. If this studio made the film Duck Soup, go to Step 23. Otherwise, go to Step 7.

19. If your word anagrams to a word meaning dishonest, go to Step 13. If it anagrams to a word meaning nearsighted, go to Step 12. If neither of these statements is true, one of them really should be, since to reach this step you have to either cheat or misread a number.

20. Replace the third letter in your word with a letter two places earlier in the alphabet. Anagram your word to form a two-word phrase (which is not your final answer), change the altered letter back to what it used to be, and go to Step 4, unless half of the letters in your word are vowels, in which case you should go to Step 11.

21. One letter in your word (call it Harry) was foreseen in a previous instruction. The phonetic sound associated with this letter is also associated with another letter (call it Sally) which was once in your word. Change Harry to the same letter to which you changed Sally. If Harry is the Nth letter of the alphabet and Sally is the Mth letter of the alphabet, go to Step (N-M).

22. Replace the only three-letter word contained in your word with the three-letter word linked to it by a conjunction in the chorus of a 1983 David Bowie single. If this song was used in a Coke commercial, go to Step 17. Otherwise, go to Step 6.

23. Replace a character played at Epcot Center by the King of Pop with that artist's initials. If the body part contained in your word is above the waist, go to Step 16. Otherwise, go to Step 17.
**The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy has this to say about shopping**

Earth holidays tend to revolve around gift-giving, in contrast to the holidays across the universe which tend to involve commemoration, gratitude, and/or the ritual shredding of mattresses. As a result, shopping days leading up to these holidays often resemble interplanetary wars, a point that was made clear when a Guide field reporter had his head ripped off while trying to purchase a Tickle Me Elmo. We regret his passing, and we would like to say what a good and responsible man he was... but we can’t because the bastard owed us money.
The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy has this to say about tourism

One of the few ideas that came from Earth to the rest of the galaxy (rather than the other way around) was obscenely tacky roadside attractions. However, entrepreneurs who attempted to apply the concept didn’t realize that often these giant objects were artificial, and that, for instance, it would require much less effort to construct a giant plaster turkey than to spend centuries trying to breed one. It would be unfair to blame Earthlings for the tragic Neptunian massacre known as "The Night Of The Bloody Gizzard"; this hasn’t stopped the Neptunians from doing so.

1. There are six tourist attractions described in this section of the Guide, located in six different star systems (including the Betelgeuse system.) Each costs a different whole number of Altairian dollars for admission; every admission fee is less than 20 dollars.

2. The cost to see The Largest Pineapple In The Universe, which is a prime number of dollars, is the same as the total cost to see The Largest Ball Of Twine In The Universe and The Largest Six-Pack In The Universe.

3. The total cost to see the Capella attraction and The Largest Ketchup Bottle In The Universe is the same as the total cost to see the other four attractions.

4. The Largest Badger In The Universe costs more than three times as much as the Deneb attraction; the Deneb attraction costs more than three times as much as The Largest Six-Pack In The Universe.

5. The Arcturus attraction costs less than twice as much as the Fornacis attraction; the Capella attraction costs less than twice as much as the Arcturus attraction.

6. The Fornacis attraction, which is not The Largest Ketchup Bottle In The Universe, does not cost exactly eight dollars less than the Largest Fire Hydrant In The Universe.

7. The Largest Ketchup Bottle In The Universe costs twice as much as The Largest Ball Of Twine In The Universe; the Errai attraction costs three times as much as The Largest Ball Of Twine In The Universe.

8. Either The Largest Badger In The Universe is in the Fornacis system and costs less than 10 dollars, or it is in the Capella system and costs more than 10 dollars.
**The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy has this to say about Cryptic Crosswords**

Very little, actually, since the article was removed for financial reasons.
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ACROSS

1. Quash retread violently from home base
5. Organs set Stan reeling
9. Imitate pea soup
11. Ozone destroyed all but New England wildlife preserve
12. Ran around area and made a bundle
13. *Alias* king enters minor league
14. Foot story?
18. Cleaner has borne a terrible substance
21. Satisfied, making shirt dark with ketchup or mustard
22. Strange... excellent community college admits awful cretin
23. Winner in six states, one northeastern and one northwestern
26. Read backwards, Guttenberg includes normal occurrences
31. Cool! Potassium publicity
32. Bangkok native: "Growling sound sounds like Asian beast"
34. Partially unprofessional broadcasting network
35. Gambling site disabled bot
36. Length, width, or time? Ridiculous mind noise
37. Primitive weapon's starter is dissolved in drink

DOWN

1. Brown smoke left
2. Surrounded by mango puree
3. Noise of bein' a hack came from room on a cruise ship?
4. Practice boxing loudly in Boston's health club?
6. Landing's front edge!
7. The artist possesses courage
8. Step one is infiltrating Polaris, for instance
10. Gibson head-over-heels for tree?
15. Bacterium from Yale student enveloping company
16. Glorify former member of a keyboard group?
17. Discourage rested-up sailor, originally leaving
18. Ecstasy consumed by pleasant relative
19. Tomorrow's Broadway show is horribly inane
20. Garbage cited in proclamation
23. Verify your identity; no Greeks are initially competing
24. Oddly crack eggs (removing insides) for baked goods
25. Perform better than skinned trout, Doug
27. Panicky braces drop a set of "action words"
28. She wrote in her diary, "Yes, German assassin"
29. Revolutionary downsizes font detail
30. Building block eliminates large component of psyche
33. Nice summer chalet exhibits interior
The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy has this to say about metapuzzles

When faced with a metapuzzle where you don’t quite know how to enter your answers, take solace in the fact that two numbered boxes connected by a line probably contain the same letter. [See also: Bad Flavortext; or Subtlety, Absence of.]